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Description
[30787] 27/8/2019 -- 10:51:10 -- (counters.c:264) <Warning> (StatsInitCtxPreOutput) -- [ERRCODE: SC_WARN_DEFAULT_WILL_CHANGE(317)] -- in 5.0 the default for decoder event stats will go from 'decoder.<proto>.<event>' to 'decoder.event.<proto>.<event>'. See ticket #2225. To suppress this message, set stats.decoder-events-prefix in the yaml.

- Change the default (see stats_decoder_events_prefix in counters.c).
- Remove the warning.
- Update yaml to have the stats.decoder-events-prefix commented out by default

Related issues:
Related to Bug #2225: when stats info dumping in redis, the decoder.ipv4.trunc_pkt can't output. In the same time, in the stats.log this can output added

History
#1 - 08/30/2019 03:23 PM - Victor Julien
- Related to Bug #2225: when stats info dumping in redis, the decoder.ipv4.trunc_pkt can't output. In the same time, in the stats.log this can output added

#2 - 08/30/2019 04:17 PM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Assignee changed from OISF Dev to Shivani Bhardwaj

#3 - 08/30/2019 04:26 PM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Status changed from Assigned to Feedback

#4 - 09/11/2019 06:59 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

Fixed with https://github.com/OISF/suricata/commit/59da7ae3029127b455d28780721d6flee47e5c74